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An abelian group A is c&d absolutely abclian, if in every central cx tension 
Nt-, G *A the group‘G is JSO abclian. The abclian group A is absoiutcly abelian 
precisely when the Schur multiplicator H2A vanishc . These groups, and more generally 
groups with HvJA = 0 for some n, are characterized by elementary internal properties. 
(Here H,A denotes the integral homology of A.) The cases of even II and odd VI behave 
strikingly different. There are 2’0 different isomorphism types of abelian groups A with 
reduced torsion subgroup satisfying H2,A = 0. The major tools arc direct limit arguments 
and the Lyndon-Hochschild-Scrre (L-H-S) spcct ral sequence, but the treatment of 
absolutely abclian groups does not use spectral sequences. All differentials (I’ for r > 2 
in the L-H-S spectral sequence of a pure abelian extension vanish. Included is a proof of 
the folklore theorem, that homology of groups commutes with direct limits also in the 
group variable, and a discussion of the L-H-S spectral sequence for direct limits. 
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1. Statement of results 
An abelian group A is called absolutely nbeliarl (abbreviation: a.a.), if in every 
central extension Iv- G *A the group G is also abelian. It is a standard fact that 
(finite or infinite) cyclic groups are absolutely abelian. 
Let HvlG be the rrth hontolqy group of the group G with integral coefficients 
(trivial group action); we call H2G the SC!W multiplicator of' G, because Schur 11 11 
introduced it when studying the complex projective representations of G. 
I .1. Theorem. Arz abeliarz group A is absottctely abeliarz if, arId m/y if, the Schur 
ndtiplicator &A vanishes, 
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The author intends to present separately [l] a very direct and elementary treat- 
ment of the Schur multiplicator and the theory of representing groups 
(= Darstellungsgruppen), which is also valid for infinite groups. In this theory, 
Theorem 1 .l is a corollary of the Universal Coefficient Theorem in dimension two. 
Thus we wish to characterize by elementary structure properties the abelian groups 
with trivial Schur multiplicator. More generally, Schafer [101 posed the problem 
to determine all abelian groups A with H,,A = 0 for some n > 1. He gave the answer 
for odd n, but treated the else of even n only in a rather estrictive setting; we give 
the full answer for even n as Theorem 1.4. 
1.2. Theorem (Schafer). If 4 is an abelian group, then H2k+l A = 0 ifand only if A 
is torConfree of rank less t l’ran 2k + 1. q 
1.3. Definition. A pair (Q! T) of abelian groups has property E,, for some r 2 0, if 
(i) Q is torsionfree of rank r; 
(it) T is torsion; for every prime p, the reduced part of the p-torsion subgroup 
Tp of T is (at most) cyclic; 
(iii) for each prime p, Tp vanishes unless Q is p-divisible. 
1.4. Theorem. Let A be an abelian group and k a positive integ. “. Then H,,A = 0 
if and only if (A/Tar A, Tor A) has property Er for some r i 2k - 1. 
1 S. Examples. Theorem 1.4 implies that an absolutely abelian group A satisfies 
HzkA = 0 for all k > 0. Every quotient of an a.a. group is again a.a. by XRmma 2.6 
together with Theorem 1.1. From Theorem 1.4 we conclude: (i) finite a.a. - finite 
cyclic, (ii) torsion-free a.a. - torsion-free of rank at most one, (iii) reduced torsion 
a.a. - direct sum@Z/pk@), summation over all primes p. In general, asubgroup 
of an a.a. group need not be absolutely abelian. E.g. Z(p”) @ Z(p”) is a.a. for any 
prime p, but the subgroups Z/pk @ Z/p’ are not; here Z(p”) denotes the Prtifer 
group. 
Theorem 1.4 is a consequence of Theorem 1.6 on the homology of pure exten- 
sions. However, in Section 2, we give an elementary proof of Theorem 1.4 in the 
case 2k = 2, i.e. that of absolutely abelian groups. An extension e: SA G * Q of 
abelian groups is called pure, if K(S) n nG = K(IIS) for all natural numbers 11. Note 
that e is certainly pure, whenever Q is torsion-free. 
1.6. Theorem. Given a p,!rre abelian extension e : B 5 A L Q and an abelian group K, 
which is regarded as an J-module with trivial operators. Then H*(K) : HJB, K) + 
H,(A) K) is pure manic and H,(n) : H*(A , K) + H*(Q, K) is epic. There is a filtration 
(F,H,(A,K)) of H,(A, K) with F_1 = 0 and Fn = H,(A , K), allowing pure exact 
sequences 
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Theorem 1.6 has an immediate consequence in the special case that B = Tor A 
and Q = A/Tar A : the torsion-free part of &“A is isomorphic to I-I,@. Now, given a 
pair (Q, 7’) satisfying Er, we may construct any abeIian extension T +A -n Q. Then 
Tor A e T and A/Tar A * Q, and &LA = 0 for all 2k > r. We are going to count 
the abstr2ct isomorp’hism types of such groups A. 
1.7. Proposition. Given (Q, T) satisfying Er for r > 0, and let C be the reduced part 
of T. 
(a) If C is finite, then Ext (Q, T) = 0. 
(b) If Cis infinite, then Ext (Q, T) * QNO ( countable product) is a rational 
vector space of rank H = 2% 
1.8. Theorem. Given (Q, T) satisfying Er, assume that the reduced part of T is 
infinite. 
(a) Given abelian extensions ei : T w Ai + Q for i := 1,2, then A 1 e A2 if atzd 
only if there are automorphisms QI of Tand y of Q with Ext (y, T)e2 = 
Ext tQ,dq . 
(a’) With the notation of (a), if rank(Q) = 1 and A 1 = A2 , then there exists an 
automorphism a’ of T with e2 = Ext (Q, ar’)el. 
(b) The action of Aut (7) on Ext (Q, T) by Q! l e = Ext (Q, ar)e has H dif@rerz t 
orbits. 
(c) TIzere are H different isomorphism types of abelian groups havirlg T as 
torsion subgroup and Q as torsionfree quotient. 
We warn the reader that the total counting of isomorphism types does not make 
sense, unless we impose a restriction. Given A with L&I = 0 and AITor A 
p-divisible, then &k(A@D) = 0 for every divisible p-torsion group D, i.e. D may be 
any direct sum of Priifer groups Z(p”). On the other hand, by Theorem 1.4 we 
easily derive all abelian groups A with H,,A = 0 from those with reduced torsion 
group. Clearly there are N different abelian groups of typeep Z/p”@). There are H 
different orsionfree abelian groups of any given finite rank, since there exist tC 
different orsionfree rank-one groups 19, pp. 203-2041. Now by 1.4 and 1.7, there 
are no more than tC different abstract isomorphisms types of abelian groups A with 
HzkA = 0 and reduced torsion subgroup, for any given k > 0. 
Schafer [ JlO] also posed the problem to determine all abelian groups A with 
HzkA = 0 and H2k+l A aA for some k. He observed that the subgroups of Q/Z 
satisfy these conditions for all k > 0. 
1.9. Proposition. An abelian group A with H2kA = 0 and H2k+l_4 = A fur sonw 
k > 0, is torsion and its p-Sylow subgroups are either cyclic or Z(p”) or au ilzji’rlite 
direct SW~ of summands Z(p” ). Strch groups satisfy H2,A = 0 and H21+1 A x A for 
all I> 0. 
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IQeatedly we need Theorem 5.5, that the homology of groups commutes with 
direct limits also in the group variable. This theorem is folklore and we refer to it as 
the direct limit argument. The only reference known to us is an exercise in Cartan- 
Eilenberg [3, Ext. 17, p. 1251; the solution suggested there uses huge free resolutions. 
But we need the behavior of the bar resolution with respect to direct limits anyway 
for Theorem 5.7, that the Lyndon-HochschildSerre (L-H-S) spectral sequence com- 
mutes with direct limits. Moreover our proof of Theorem 1.6 rests on explicit 
details in the L-H-S spectra’: sequence. In view of this we attach an appendix where 
we report on direct limits of groups and the L-H-S spectral sequence inhomology. 
The author thanks Ralph Strebel for his many valuable comments and suggestions 
and Franz Bachmann for pointing out that K. Varadarajan [ 121 characterized the 
absolutely abelian groups a a different context. K. Varadarajan [ 121 proved that an 
abelian group A admits a Moore space of type (A, 1) precisely if &A = 0. His 
characterization f such groups agrees with ours, but our proof does not need the 
LH-S spectral sequence. 
2. Characterization of abso%tely abelian groups 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Assume that A is absolutely abelian. Choose a representing 
group [I, 5.101 for A ; this is a central extension &A r) G +A, for which (among 
other properties) H,A C [G, G]. Now G must be abelian by the defining property, 
hence H2A = 0. Conversely, assume H2A = 0 and let e : NA G +A be any central 
extension. There is an exact sequence [4, VI (8.4)] :
H,A %vLaAGab . 
Thus 0 = im 19 = N fl [G,G] = [G,G] and G is abelian. •I 
In the remainder of this section, all groups are assumed to be abelian without 
further mention. From now on, we will interchangeably use the terms absolutely 
abelian group and group with trivial multiplicator. We are heading for the proof of 
Theorem 1.4 in the a.a. case. Our basic tool is the Kiinneth formula in dimension 
two, cf. [4, Theorem V1.15.2]: 
0.1) H2(A 3fB) z:= H,A @H2B@(A@B). 
2.1. Proposition. H,(8i,, Ai) = 0 exact&, if HzAi = 0 for all i E I and Ai @ Aj = 0 
whenever i ;f j. 
Proof. If I is finite, the assertion foi!ows from (2.1) by induction. If I is infinite, 
also apply the direct limit principle 5.5 to the system {AS = $iEsAi), where S runs 
through all finite subsets of I ailci the partial ordering is given by inclusion. 0 
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The appearances of the tensor product in (2.1) and in Proposition 2.1 make it neces- 
sary to discuss the vanishing of tensor products. 
2.2. Lemma. (a) Let 9 be any set of primes. The tensor product of a Y-divisible 
abelian group with a %torsion group vanishes. 
(b) Q R Q @ Q (tensor product over the integers). 
(c) Let A be a torsionfree abelian group and B St 0 p-torsion for some prime p. 
Then A 8 B = 0 only if A is p-divisible. 
(d) Z(p”) QP A = 0 only ifA/Tor A is p-divisible. 
Proof. The proofs of (a) and (b) are left to the reader. 
(c) Assume that A is not p-divisible, so that A/pA # 0. If the reduced part of B 
is nonzero, then there is an epimorphism B + B/pB + Z/p (vector spaces over 
Z/p) and an epimorphism A@ B * Z/p@Z/p = Z/p. But if B is divisible, then B has 
a direct summand Z(p”), hence A GIJ B contains A @ Z(p”); since A is flat, A 63 Z(p”) 
contains A@ Z/p k A/pA # 0. 
(d) Since Z(p”) @ TorA =Oby(a),wehaveZ(p”)@AzZ(p=)@(A/TorA). 
Since A/Tar A is torsionfree, the assertion follows from (c). •I 
2.3. Lemma. Every non-trivial subgroup P of the rationals Q is a directed union of 
subgroups Prl isomorphic to Z. q 
2.4. Progosition. If HrA =O,thenalsoH,(ABQ)=O,forr>2. 
Now Proposition 2.4 and Theorem 1 .l imply H2(A EJ Q) = 0 for an a.a. group A : 
thus by Proposition 2.1 together with 2.2 (b), an absolutely abelian group has 
‘rational rank at most one. 
Proof of Proposition 2.4. Since Q e Dir Lim (p”} with Ptz = 2: by Lemma 2.3 and 
since tensor products commute with direct limits, A @Q = Dir Lim {A rp Ptz} with 
A@Pn a A. Since homology of groups also commutes with direct limits 
(Theorem 5.5) the above data imply H,(A @Q) e H,(DirLim A@ Pn) x 
DirLim H,(A@ Pn) = 0.0 
2.5. Proposition. Every divisible torsion group is absolutely abelian. A nontrivial 
torsionfree abelian group is a.a. precisely if its rational rank equals one. 
Proof. A divisible torsion group D is a direct sum of Priifer groups for various 
primes. Since Z(p-) = DirLim(Z/pk) and H2(Z/pk) = 0, Theorem 5.5 yields 
H,Z(p”) = 0. Now H,D = 0 follows from Proposition 2.1 together with 2.2(a). If 
A is a torsionfree group of rank 1, then A is isomorphic to a subgroup of Q. As 
Hz Z = 0, Lemma 2.3 and Theorem 5.5 imply H,A = 0. Conversely, any a.a. group 
has rank at most one by the remark after PropoGtion 2.4. 3 
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2.6. Lemma. If q : A + B is an epimorphism of abelian groups, then so is 
Hz(p) : H,A + H2S. 
Proof. There is a natural epimorphism x : A @ A + HZA, cf. Miller [8, Theorem 31. 
Since withqalsocpacp: A%4 -+B@Bisepic,soisH2p.o 
Actually Miller [S] shows that HZA is naturally isomorphic to the second exterior 
power A A A = A QD A/diagodal. This gives alternative approaches to the Kiinneth 
formula (2.1) and to the dirt-:ct limit argument 5.5 in the case of Hz. 
2.7. Proposition. A reduced 1 orsion group is absolutely abelian & and only if, for 
each prime p, the p-Sylow ~&group is (at most) cyclic. 
Proof. (An alternative proof is contained in Proposition 3.10.) Let Tp be the p- 
Sylow subgroup of the reduced torsion group T. Since Tp @ Tq = 0 for p f q and 
T = @ Tp, Proposition 2.1 gives: T is a.a. precisely if each Tp is a.a. We are Zeft to 
prove that a non-trivial a.a. reduced p-torsion group A is cyclic. 
We have Hz(A/pkA) = 0 from 2.6. Now A/pkA has bounded order and thus is a 
direct sum of cyclic groups %y Priifer’s Theorem. As (Z/pm) 8 (Z/p”) # 0 unless 
m = 0 or n = 0, Proposition 2.1 shows that A/pkA is cyclic, A/$A z Z/phck). 
Clearly h(k) < X(k+l) 5 k+l and X(1) = 1. We claim that glen pIA is divisible in 
any abelian group with A/pA = Z/pZ. For otherwise there are a f: 0 in np!A and 
xandywithpx=a=pyandh 
y. in A with #x0 
:= height (x) < k := height b) < 00. Choose ~0 and 
= x and pkyo = y. Then x0 $pA, and x0 + pA is a generator of 
A/PA. This yields z EA and r E Z withy0 = rxo + pz, whence y = pkyo = 
pk+l(rpk--h-lyO +z), contradicting the definition of k. Returning to the main 
proof, we conclude n pzA = 0. 
There is an inverse system of epimorphisms .. . + A/pzk+lA +A/pkA ++ . . . and 
an obvious map $ : A + Lim (A/pkA) to the inverse limit. Since Ker J/ = 
npfA = 0, $ is a monomorphism. If h(k) were not bounded in k, then 
Lim(A/p%I) = Lim (Z/pAtk)) would be isomorphic to the p-adic integers Zu. Since 
ZP is torsionfree and A is torsion, this implies A * $(A) = 0, contradiction! Hence 
X(k) is bounded, Lim (A/pkA) is cyclic, and so is A. 0 
Proof of Theorem 1.4 for 2k = 2. Write T for TorA . If A is a.a., then so is Q := A/T 
by 2.6, thus rank (Q) 5 1, by Proposition 2.5. Thus 1.3(i) must hold for r 5 1, and 
in the sequel we consider Q as a subgroup of the rationals. We shall deal with the 
abelian extension e : TLC A 5, Q. 
Combining 2.3 with 5.5 and lhe fact that HkZ = 0 for k 2 2, we conclude 
H&=DirLimHkZ=Ofork>2.SinceTor(Q,T)=O,themap~@T: T@T+ 
A 3 T is manic with cokernel Q Q’ T. Our next tool is a natural exact sequence from 
Eckmann-Hilton-Stammbach [5]. Part of this sequence, when applied to e and the 
extension T = T -++ 0, yields a commutative diagram 
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Kerji$---+TmT XH T 
( 21 3 Y. 
1 
EL@T 
I 
2 
I 
H2h) 
U-AasT &HA 2 9 
where U is defined as 0187’) Ker i. Now the main assertion of [S] gives an exact 
sequence 
H,Q--,A @T&H2A --+H2Q, 
where x’ is induced by x. Since H2Q = HSQ = 0, also the bottom row in diagram 
(2.2) is exact. Using the ker-coker-sequence of (2.2) we obtain an exact sequence 
O+H,T 
Hz(P) 
---+H2A-Q @T-----,0. 
Hence H2A = 0 precisely if H2T = 0 and Q 8 T = 0. 
Write T = D @ C, where D is the maximal divisible subgroup of T and C % T/D is 
reduced torsion. Then H2D = 0 by Proposition 2.5 and D@C = 0 by 2.2(a), thus 
(2.1) gives H2T = H2C. Now Proposition 2.7 shows that the condition H2 T = 0 is 
equivalent to 1.3(ii). Write T = @ Tp, where Tp is the torsion subgroup of A. Now 
Q @ T = 0 precisely when Q 8 Tp = 0 for all primes p. Thus Q 60 T = 0 implies 
1.3(iii) by 2.2(c). On the other hand, given 1.3(iii), we conclude Q @ T = 0 for all 
primes p by 2.2(a). Hence the condition Q @T = 0 is equivalent to 1.3 iii). 0 Q 
3. Chsxacterization of abelim groups A with H,,A = 0 
Our first goal in this section is the proof of Theorem 1.6. 
3.1. Lemma. An abelian extension is pure if, and only ifi it is a direct limit of split 
abelian extensions. 
Proof. A split abelian extension is certainly pure. By 5.3 the direct limit of exten- 
sions is well-defined as an extension. It is straightforward from the definition of 
purity and Proposition 5.1, to prove that the direct limit of pure extensions is 
again pure. Conversely, given a pure abelian extension e : S H C $-+ Q. Let It1 = {P} 
denote the directed system of finitely generated subgroups P of Q. Then each P 
determines an extension ep : S >-, n-‘(P) + P and an obvious inclusion map ep+ c, 
such that e = Dir Lim (eP}pdf, Trivially each ep is pure. Since P is finitely 
generated, ep is split by [6, Theorem 5, p. 151. •I 
The following proposition deals with the L-H-S spectral sequence in homology; 
see 5.6 for details and notation. The corresponding statement for coh~~mology is 
also true and can t; proved dually. It is clear that Proposition 3.2 also implies the 
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Ktinneth formula in the form 
(34 H,WQ) = @ HpCQ,HqN). 
p+q=n 
3.2. Proposition. Given a direct product extension e : NH NX Q ++ Q and an abelian 
group D, to be regarded as an N X Q-module with trivial operators. In the L-H-S 
spectral sequence of e all differentials d r vanish for r 2 2. Moreover, 
(3-2) E” PQ = Ep’4 “H, ,(QJfq(N,DB 
and the exact sequences (3.3) = (5.7) are split, 
(3.3) 
Proof. Let G = NXQ. The bicomplex K,, = [D@N Bq(G)]~Q B,(Q) defines the 
spectral sequence E of the proposition. We compare it with the tensor product 
bicomplex Lpq = [DG~ tQ(N)] @Q BP(Q), the differentials in L being d’ = 1 @ 1 @ dQ 
andd”=(---l)P@d@ l.Letpl : N X Q *N be the natural projection on the first 
factor. Then B(pl ) : BJN X Q) + B,(N) is a G-linear map. If we regard both 
B,(N X Q) and B,(N) as free N-resolutions of Z, then B(pl) clearly is a lift. of 1 z 
and thus induces isomorphisms in the homology of any N-module. Define a map 
u : K + 1 of bicomplexes by 0~4 = 18 B(pl’J @ 1 : Kpq +Lpq, then u induces a 
map from E to the first spectral sequence E of the bicomplex L. The map induced 
on the El -level is uiq =H (B(P~),DW :Hq(D@~B*(G))@QBp(Q)-+ 
Hq(D~N B,(N))@Q B,(Ql, cf. M(iii). As Hq(B(pl), D) is an isomorphism by the 
above, the spectral sequences from E 1 on and the filtered homology groups are 
isomorphic by the Mapping Theorem [7, Theorem X1.3.41. 
Since the operation on D is trivial, the bicomplexL can be considered also as the 
tensor product bicomplex C@, Cbelonging to C = {Z @Q B,(Q)> and C = 
{DB~ B,(h’)}, with C f ree-abelian. In this situation, all the conclusions of the 
proposition hold for Eand hence for E, as we now show. For flexibility in the re- 
maining proof, we forget the original definition of C and C; we shall only ;se that 
both are non-negative and C is free-abelian. If C is not free abelian, let r : C’” c 
be a free approximation of C, i.e. a chain map iirom a free-abelian complex C onto 
C such that 7, : H$ + H* c is an isomorphism. Then 7 determines a map 18 r : 
CP & 0% C of bicomplexes, and hence a map F-, E of the associated= spectral 
sequences. On the El-levei, the induced map is 7hq = 1 QD 7,: C QD HqC+Cp@Hq”, 
since CP is free. ALthis ‘IS an isomorphism, again the Mapping I: eorem exhibits the 
spectral sequence E isomorphic to E from E1 on. Since now C is free, we may de- 
compose it, in the category of chain complexes, into a direct sum of complexes 
F(S)- . . . . +w+ .. . ) 
where p is manic ano HSFtS) * V& CL+1 ==: HSF. Then the bicomplex and its spec- 
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tral sequence decompose likewise; thus we assume without loss of generality that F 
has the form Fcs) for some s. Then F1 a Cp @ E!$is concentrated on the line 
4 = s, hence all dcferentials d’ vanish’& Y 2 2. This implies EFq = . . . = J$~. In the 
filtration of H,(C@ C), there is at most one factor non-zero, viz. E,r_ s,s. Hence the 
filtering exact sequences (3.3) are trivially split. Finally, we compute 
Putting all the direct summands together, we obtain (3.2). •I 
Proof of Theorem 1.6. The pure extension e is the direct limit of split abelian ex- 
tensions ea: BQI -ACY + Q” by 3.1. The L-H-S spectral sequence of e arid the 
filtered homology of H,,(A,K) are the direct limit of the corresponding gadgets of 
e* resp. H,,(P,K), by Theorem 5.7. Applying 3.2 to eQ, we conclude that dr = 0 
for all Y 2 2 also in the L-H-S spectral sequence of e and that the exact sequences 
(5.7) are direct limits of split sequences, hence pure. The statement on H*(K) and 
H,,(n) follows from 5.6, (vii) -(viii). IJ 
3.3. Comments. Our proof of 1.6 is based on our analysis 3.2 of the L-H-S spectral 
sequence of a product extension, which at first does not seem to give more than the 
Kiinneth Theorem. What we exploit, however, is the naturality of the L-H-S spectral 
sequence with respect to maps of extensions. Thus we can handle a directed system 
of extensions. The same results should be provable via the Kiinneth Theorem, if we 
only knew how the latter behaves with respect to “upper triangular” maps 
ar : A X B -+A X B where a21 = 0, i.e. @I) C A, but a12: B -+z is non-zero. 
In the remainder of this section, all groups are abeliarz without further mention. 
We aim at the proofs of Theorem 1.4 and Proposition I .9. To this end, we first con- 
sider the special case of torsion groups. We repeatedly need the Kiinneth formula, 
cf. [4, Theorem VI.1 5.21 or (3.1). 
3.4. Lemma. If A is a ‘Q-torsion group on some set 3’ of primes, therz so is HkA fi)r 
k> 0. 
Proof. If B is afirzite Y-torsion group, then so is HkB. Now A is a directed u:lion of 
finite Y-torsion groups, hence the assertion follows from the direct limit argument 
5.5. 0 
3.5. Lemma. If {Ap}pE ;p is a collection of p-torsion grtxps for difftirellt primes p, 
then Hk(@pE p AP) * apE p H,+Ap naturally, for all k > CL 
Proof. The decomposition of an abelian torsion group into its p-primary compo- 
nents is natural. The assertion is immediate from 3.4. and Kiinneth. CI 
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3.6. Lemma. Let p be a prime and 1 E N. Then 
(i) Tor(Z/p”,Aj a {xEAlp’*x = O), 
(ii) Tor(Z(p”), A) = Tarp(A), the p-Sylow subgroup of Tor (A). 
Proof. From the Tor-Tensor sequence of the obvious extension Z * 2 -W Z/p’, we 
obtain (i). Now let Qtpj = (rpwk E Q 1 Y E Z, k E N U 0}, then Qco, is a torsionfree 
p-divisible subgroup of Q. Next, Q&Z is a subgroup of Q/Z, viz. the ;+Sylow sub- 
group Z(p”). The Tor-Tensor sequence of the extension 2L-+ Qwj + Z(p”) with 
coefficients A gives 
3.7. Lemma. Let !J : Z/m + ,?/n be a monomorphism. Then Hr (I) : Hr (Z/m) + 
Hr (Z/n) is also monomorp~ lit, for all r. 
Proor’. Let t’ and t be generators of G’ := Z/m and G := Z//z, respectively. Then there 
is an integer I prime to m such that p(t’> = tk with k = (n/m) 01. Use the period-two 
resolutions W1,G’) and w(G) [7, p. 1221 for the computation of H,C’ and H,G, 
respectively. A G’-linear chain transformation h = (h,} : w(c’) + W(G) over 12 is 
given by h,, = Irp and hzr+) = I’(1 f t + . . . + tkW1)p. Hence a generator of 
Hzr+l (G’) 25 Z/nz is mappeti onto Zr+l l n/m times a generator of Hzr+l (G) * Z/n. 
Thus the image lement has order m and H zr+l(C1) is manic. The cases of even 
dimensions are trivial. 0 
IfD = Z(P”“)(~), then the cardinal number d is an invariant of D; for d is the 
dimension of the Z/p-vector space Ker (p*: D -+ D), where p* denotes multiplica- 
tion by p. Call d the class of D. 
3.8. Proposition. Let D be a divisible p-torsion group of class d. Then HOD a Z, 
H+$) = 0 for k > 0, and H2k+l D is again a divisible p-group. If d is finite, then the 
class of H2k+lD is the binomial coefficient (tz’), otherwise the class is d. 
Proof. Write Dd for Z(p”“)@). Whenever we know that &k+@d) is divisible p- 
torsion, let f(k,d) be its class. 
a) If d is finite, we prove the assertion for Hr(Dd) by induction on (r +d), where 
r 2 0 and d 2 1. The case r 5 1 is obvious for all d. Since Z(p”) is the directed 
union of cyclic groups, the direct limit argument and 3.7 give the assertion for 
d = 1 and all r. Let induction start with r +d = 2. 
b) Induction step, r = 2k > 0 even. If d > 1, write Dd = D, @ Dd_l . The Kiinneth 
Theorem gives various direct summands for H,kD, which all vanish by the induction 
assumption and 2.2(a) and Ho k Z torsionfree. Hence HZ& = 0. 
c) Induction step, r = 2k + 1 odd. Again write Dd = D, @ Dd_I. Kiinneth now 
gives 
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H 2k+lDd = Z(P=‘)@H~~+~D~- 1 @ @ 
l<lLk 
Tor(Z(p”). If,,_, Dd I ). CI 
The induction assumption and 3.6(ii) show that H 2k+* Dd is divisible p-torsion, and 
that 
k 
f(k,d)= 1 t c f(l,d- I)=(;;$ 
I=4 
d) Case of infirtite chtss d. A direct limit of divisible y-groups is again divisible. 
Regard D = Dd as a direct limit of divisible groups of finite class. Then Theorem 5.S 
and the information above give (i) the assertion for H2kD9 (ii) that HZ-,+] D is 
divisible p-torsion of class less than or equal to Cp. We shalt show that H2k+1 D con- 
tains a subgroup Tof class d, thus proving f(k, d) = cl. Fix a direct-sum decomposi- 
tion D = Z(p"fA) with card (A) = at. For each X A, let i, : Z(p”) ++ D and 
px: D -n Z(p”) denote the natural injections and nrojections. Let Th := Im (ix.+ ) C 
H 2k+l D and T be the subgroup generated by ail the Th, X E A. Since pA* * i, = I 
and pA* 0 iP* = 0 for A # p, actually T is the direct sum of the Th= r-1 
The following powerful result 16, Theorem 9, p. 211 wilt be needed only for 
p-groups. 
3.9. Theorem. Let (3 be Q reduced abeliart group which is ttot torsion-free. Thcrr (I‘ 
has a firtite cyclic direct strmmattd. 
3.10. Proposition. Let A be a tonhit grotrp artd A, its p-primat-y parts. If Hz, A = 0 
for some k > 0, th the reduced part of A, is at most qpclic, for all prhws p. Corr- 
versely, if A satisfies this condith, then HZIA = 0 for all I> 0. 
Proof. In view of 3.5, we assume without toss of generality ihat A = A is a p-gruu~x 
If H2kA = 0 and A were not as asserted, then a double application of f heorem 3.‘) 
would yield A * D @ Z/pFP1 cf, Z/p” @ B with D the maximal divisible subgroup of A 
and ttt, it> 1. Then H2kA would have &k(Z/p”’ @ Z/p”) * 
H, (Z/p”‘) @ H,, _ 1 (z/p”) @ . . . as a direct summand. This is a contradiction. 
since Hi cs H;)k __ 1 * Z/~%S Z/pfl # 0. Conversely, assume that A = A,, * Z/p’ ijj D 
where D is any divisible p-group. Using Kiinneth and Proposition 3.8, WC conclude 
H2~A=OforaltI>O.~ 
Actually. H,Q as a ring 1s isomorphic to the exterior algebra oPQ owr 2, but we 
do not need the multiplicative structure. 
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Proof. Note that R := (r l pr”’ l m. piklz lrEZ,PiEY,kiENUO}isasubringofthe 
rationals and a PID. Indeed, ifJ is an ideal of R and x a generator OCR n Z as an 
abelian group, then x generates J as an R-module. An abelian group is uniquely3- 
divisible precisely if it can be made an R-module. Now Q is the directed union of its 
finitely generated torsion-free, hence free, R-submodules A. If A = R, then &A e 
A = R and &A = 0 for k > 1 by 2.3 and the direct limit argument 5.5. Also note 
that (r@s * Y 0s) : R @z R = R, cf. 2.2(b). This and Ktinneth imply the assertion, 
in case Q =_4 is of finite ra nk. Now &Q for k > 0 is a direct limit of torsion-free 
T-divisible groups by Thee-rem 5.5, hence itself torsion-free Y-divisible. •I 
3.12. Proposition. Let T lx a torsion group and Q a torsion-free group sa tisjjing 
1.3 (iii). Then for all exte ~sions T d A %+ Q and all n > 0, there is an exact sequence 
In particular, if Q has jG;.%e rank r and n > r, then p* : H,? T * H,,A. 
Proof. Let 9 be the set of primes that actually occur as orders of elements in T. 
Then Q and HlQ are torsicdn-free and Y-divisible for 1 > 0 by 3.11, and H, T is y- 
torsion for m > 0 by 3.4. Mence by 2.2(a), unless 1 = 0 or 1 = tz, in 
Hl(Q,H, ~T)~(HIQ~H,,_lT)~Tor(HI_1Q,H,,_1~~ - 
both the Tensor and the Tor term vanish. Apply Theorem 1.6. If II > r, then 
H,,Q = 0 by 3.11. The interpretation of the maps H,,T + H,A and H,A + H,,Q 
follows from 5.6(vii)-(viii), since the filtration in Theorem 1.6 comes from the 
L-H-S spectral sequence. •I 
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Let T= TorA and Q =A/Tand e : T-A %Q the standard 
extension. Since e is pure, Theorem 1.6 is applicable. 
a) Assume H&l = 0. Then HzkT = HzkQ = H, (Q, Hz,_, T) = 0 by Theorem 1.6 
for K := Z. Now Hzk T = 0 implies 1.3 (ii) by Proposition 3.10, and &kQ = 0 implies 
rank (Q) 5 2 k- 1 by Schafer [ 10, Proposition 11. Now Kunneth and Proposition 3.8 
show that Hz, _ 1 T contains a direct summand isomorphic to T. Hence Q QD T= 0, 
which implies 1.3(iii) by 2.2(c). 
b) Now assume Er for some r < 2k. Then Hz, T = 0 by Proposition 3.10 and 
H,,$ * H,kT by Proposition 3.12. IJ 
Proof of Proposition 1.9. Assume Hz,4 = 0 and H2k+lA a ~4, and let T := Tor 4 
anti Q := A/T. By Theorem 1.4, Q has rank less than 2k and 1.3 (iii) holds. Hence 
Proposition 3.12 shows that A =H2k+lA *&k+IT is torsion. If A contained Z/pin 
together with at least one Z(p”> then A = Hzk+lA would have a direct summand 
H,k+l(Z(p”) @ Zip”) = Z(poo) @J (Z/p m ktl by 3.6 and 3.8, contracting 1.3 (ii). ) 
lfthe p-primary part of ,4 were Z(F-)~ with d > 1 finite, then by 3.8 4 z&k+lA 
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shouldcontain (k+d l) > d summands Z(p”), again a contradiction. Conversely, if 
A, is Z/pm (1~ Z(p”) or divisible of infinite class, then H2k+#Ip) *A, by 3.8. 
The general case follows from 3.5.~ 
4. The manifold of isomorphism types 
In this section, we prove Proposition 1.7 and Theorem 1.8. 
4.11. Lemma. Let (9, IX E A) be a farnib of disjoint sets of primes. For each X E m 
suppose given an abelian 3+orsiorz group Tk Therz eAE12 TA is the torsiorz strb- 
group of nhEA Th, and II Th/ @ Th r‘s a rational vector space. 
Proof. Clearly @ Th is the torsion subgroup of II TA. Ifp is any fixed prime, then 
multiplication by p is an automorphism of all TA with at most one exception. Hence 
multiplication by p is an automorphism of II/@. This holds for all primes p, thus 
II/@ is uniquely divisible by all natural numbers. 0 
4.2. Lemma. If Q is a p-divisible torsionfree abeliarz group, then Horn (Q, Z/y”) = 0 
and Ext (Q, Z/pk) = 0 for all k E N. 
Proof. Multiplication by pk is an automorphism on Q!, and the zero-map on Z/pk. 
The result follows, since Horn and Ext are additive in both arguments. •I 
Proof of Proposition 1.7. If D is the maximal divisible subgroup of T. then 
Ext (Q, 7) = Ext (Q, D)@ Ext t Q, C) = Ext (Q, C). Hence we assume C = T without 
loss of generality. Let 9 be the set of primes p for which Tp rf 0. Then C is finite 
precisely when 9J is. Since Q is divisible by all primes in 9, Lemma 4.2 gives 
Ext (Q, Tp) = 0 for p E 9, whence (a). Now assume that 9 is infinite. By Lelnllla 4.1, 
K=l-I PE ,Tp/T is a ratinal vector space; since its cardinality is 2’O, it is isomorphic 
to the product Q” 0. The exact sequence T * II Tp ++ K gives rise to an exact 
sequence 
Horn (Q, I1 Tp) + Horn (Q, Q”O) + Ext (Q, T) + Lxt (Q, 11 Tp) . 
NOW Ext (Q, ll Tp) = II Ext (Q, Tp) = 0 by 4.2, likewise Horn (0.11 Tr,) = 0. More- 
over Horn (Q,QHO) = E_ionl (Q, Q)“o = Hom(QY, Q)‘e = Q’O, whence the assertion 
(b). 0 
Proof of Theorem 1.8. (a) Given an isomorphism fl : ,4 1 + A 2? then P induces an 
isomorphism of the torsion subgroups and the torsion-free factors? yielding a com- 
mutative diagram 
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e2: T*-+A2---+Q a 
Hence Ext (7, qe2 * Ext (Q, a)ei by [7, Proposition III.1 31. Conversely, this 
equation implies the existence of a map (a, 0,~) : el + are1 = Ext (Q, a)el f 
ExthT)e2 =e2y -+ e2 of extensions by [7, III.l.2+ 1.43. Thus there is an isomor- 
phism 0: A, +A,. 
(a‘) Due to step (ii), it SI ;lffices to prove that for rank (Q) = 1 there is QR auto- 
morphism & of T with Ext k*Q, 6!) = Ext (7-l, 7). Regard Q as a subgroup of the 
rationals Q such that 1 E (j. Since Q is uniquely divisible, the automorphism 7 is 
entirely determined by the1 number y(l) # 0 and extends to an automorphism of 
Q * , Ht. 7(l)*, the multipli zation by r(1). Let y( 1) = r/s with coprime integers Y and 
s, and let 3’ be the finite ! zt of primes dividing r or s. Since rt( 1) = rtsmt E Q for all 
t E 2, Q is divisible by al9 the primes in 9. Hence r* and s* are both automorphisms 
of Q and Ext (y-l, 7’) = s*(r*)-1 on Ext (Q, 7). Write T = T’ @ T”, where T’ is 3’- 
torsion and T” F-torsion. Then r* and s* both are aatomorphisms of T”, and the 
map s*(r*)- l in the second argument induces *(r*)-l on Ext (Q, T”). On the other 
hand, Ext (Q, T’) = 0 from Lemma 4.2 and Ext (Q, divisible) = 0. Take z as the 
automorphism of T, which is the identity on T’ and s*(r*)-1 on T”. 
(b) We assume without loss of generality that T is reduced. Let 9 be the infinite 
set of primes p, for which fi Tp > 0. Let 9 = UhEN 3, be a partition of 9 such 
that each 3$ is again infinite. Let B, = @ pE ;Ph Tp, then Proposition 1.7 applies 
with B, instead of T and gives Ext (Q, Bh) a Q Ho. Every automorphism o! of T maps 
the 3+torsion subgroup B, into itself, hence determines an element [cu,] E 
n h,=N Aut (Bh), which in turn defines an automorphism q(o) = na, of nhgN B,. 
Hence Q determines a commutative diagram 
where R = n B, /T is a rational vector space by 4.2. Now (4.1) yields a commutative 
diagram ’ 
Ext (Q, 7’) -k+ Ext (Q, l-U&) = Ikt(Q, BJ 
1 
ht CQ, a) 
i 1 
Ext (Q, dor)) 
1 
fl Ext (Q, 3,) 
IExt (Q, 7’) -‘r* Ext (Q, I-IB,) = nExt(Q,R,) . 
Here i, = Ext (Q, i) is surjective, since R is divisible. Moreover Ext (Q, &x)) trans- 
lates into n Ext (Q, a,), since +h) is “componentwise”. If el and e2 in Ext (Q, T) 
belong to the salme Aut (q-orbit, !hen so do i,e, and i,e, in flhEN Ext (Q, Bh). AS 
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Ext (Q, Bh) f 0 and no automorphism cub connects a non-split with the split exten- 
sion, there are at least two Aut(B-J-orbits in Ext (Q, Bh). Since Aut (T) acts compo- 
nentwise, there are at least 2N = H orbits in n Ext (Q, Bh), hence also in Pxt (Q, T). 
As # Ext (Q, T) = k4 by Proposition 1.7, the orbit space has cardinality H. 
(c) In view of (a), the set of isomorphism types is isomorphic to the orbit space 
defined by the action (cu, 7) o e = Ext (7-l) 7’)” Ext (Q, ol)e of G = Aut (7’) X Aut (Q) 
on Ext (Q, 7’). Now every automorphism 7 of Q extends uniquely to Qr 3 Q, and 
there are only countably many automorphisms of Qr (matrix argument). Hence 
each G-orbit decomposes into at most HO Aut (7’)orbits. Mow (b) implies that there 
are N different G-orbits. 0 
5. Appendix: Homology of groups and direct limits 
In this section we explain and prove the folklore theorem HJDirLim Ga, A) = 
DirLim MJGQ, A), where HJG, A) denotes the homology of the (not necessarily 
abelian) group G in the G-module A, and DirLim the direct limit in the category of 
groups resp. abelian groups. We extend this result to show that the Lyndon- 
Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence commutes with direct limits of group extensions. 
i172e following assumptions and notations shall be kept fixed in this section. Let 
M be a directed (above) set, not containing the symbol w, and let 
(5.1) IG “,n,P : G"-d} 
be a direct system of groups and homomorphisms over M. Let G” be the disjoint 
union of the Ga moduio the equivalence relation: 
g QI -gP, if 
Letn,=n;:G@+G” 
There is a unique group 
property and 5.1 to 5.3 
Bourbaki [2,§6 No. 51 . 
3yEM:(y>cu and -y>P and nzg@=nlgP). 
be the map which sends ga onto its equivalence class in G”. 
operation on G” such that all 71, are homomorphisms. This 
below are shown in, or straightforward to prove from, 
5.1. Proposition. Assumptions and notations as above. 
(i)VgEG”:3crEM,g0EG9r,g”=g. 
(ii) If g', hCY E GQI with nag* = n,h”, then 3/3 > cy with n!g” = ngh”. 
(iii) (G” ; n,) is a direct limit of (5.1) in the category of groups. u 
It easily follows from 5.1 that every map rr, : Ga + G” is monomorphic 
(epimorphic, isomorphic), if the same is true of all maps n[ in (5.1). Given a direct 
system {G”, ?r,p; over M’ in addition to (5.1) and a compatible system of homomor- 
phisms cpcr : GQ’ -+ Ga, th e universal property of direct limits gives a unique map 
qpm : G” + Gm with ppm 0 7~, = ?fa ycy for all a EM. 
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5.2. Lemma. Given ja : H”C+ Gcy subgroups with inclusion maps ja, such that 
n{(H*) C HP whenever p > or. Let H = u*m n,(HLy) C G”. Then H is a subgroup 
of G” antI {H; ?T,” j”) is a direct limit of {H”, fit]. q 
5.3. Proposition. Let G ‘* s G Q c G ‘a! be a compatible system of exact sequences 
of groups over M. Then C ‘* s G” $5 G”” is also exact. Hence DirLim is an exact 
frmctor from the category of direct systems over M to the category of groups. 0 
Given a direct system 
(5.2) {(C”, a”), n{: c ar + cq 
of chain complexes and chatn homomorphisms over M, then define Ct = DirLim CF 
and let 3; be induced by {; I:]. It is easy to verify that (C”, a”) is a chain complex 
which is a direct limit of (5.2) in the category of chain complexes. Since the direct 
limit is an exact functor by 5.3, certainly H,(C”, P) w DirLim HJC~, a”). 
5.4. Proposition. Let B(Q) denote the (normalized or unnormalized) bar resolution 
of the group Q. Given the direct system of groups (c”, IT{], then (B(G &), B(n[)) 
is a direct system of augmen ted chain complexes, of which {B(G” ); B(n,)) is a 
direct limit. 
Proof. In the unnormalized case, B,(Q) = Fn(Q) is the free abelian group on the 
product set n Q (II+ 1 factors). Since the free functor F is left adjoint to the forget- 
ful functor, it preserves direct limits VA, p. 1151; moreover F preserves finite 
products (from 5.1). Hence $: DirLimB,(Ga) e B,(G”) naturally. Now the nor- 
malized bar resolution (call it B’(Q) for the moment, take the homogeneous form 
for definiteness) is B(Q) modulo the degenerate lements L)(Q), L&(Q) being 
generated by all (qo, . . . . q, q, . . . . qn). We regard D := DirLim D(G”) as a subgroup 
of DirLim BIG”) by 5.3; it is straightforward from 5.1 that $ maps D onto D(G”). 
By the above and the exactness principle 5.3, B’(G O”) = B(G “)/D(G”) * 
DirLim B’(Ga) naturally. (A proof along these lines has been suggested by Rolf 
Schiin in Heidelberg.) 0 
In addition to (5.1) suppose given a direct system 
(5.3) (A&, ft: Aa’ -4) 
of abelian groups over M with compatible G&-operations, i.e. each Aa is a G&- 
module such that 
(5.4) Vff q, VXEA”, g E G‘? fg(gax) = &g) 0 f:(x) . 
Then G” acts on A” as follows, cf. [2, §6 No. 5, p. 1381 for the detalk 
For [g&l E G” and [cyp] EA” choose y E M with y > Q’ and y > p; define 
[gal 0 [a@] to be the class of (n~g~)-@o!) EAT Inspection reve& that (5.4) is 
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valid also for ~1 EM and p = 00. Now (5.4) guarantees the existence of an induced map 
hi = H,(n,P, f,p) : HJG”, A”) + HJG@, AP) , 
whenever a EM and either cy < fl EM or /3 = 00. 
5.5. Thearem. With the assumptions and notation just introduced, (H*(G O, A”), ht) 
is a direct system of graded abelian groups over M, which has {H* (G”, A o ); h,) as 
a direct limit. In short: H,(DirLim G”, DirLim A”) Z= DirLim H,(G”, A*). 
Proof. Let C’(‘! be the chain complex Aa @c;a B(G”), for a EM or Q = 00. By virtue 
of (5.4) and the operation of G” on A”, ct := fi @B(T~) : CQ -+ CP is a well- 
defined chain map for a EM and p EM U {=}. We evaluate the homology 
H,(G&, Aa) at C” and note that then ht is induced by ct. Now {C”, c[} is a direct 
system of chain complexes over&f and {c:} a compatible system of maps, hence 
there is a unique chain map $ : DirLim {Ccy, c,p> + C” induced by {cz}. Since 
B(G”) a DirLim B(G”) by 5.4, [2, $6 No. 7, Proposition 121 implies that J/ is an 
isomorphism. Thus DirLim H*(G”, A”) - DirLim H*C” 5~j HzgDirLim CQ r H,CW = 
HJG”, A”). 4 
. * 
5.6. We Describe the basic data for the Lyndon-Hochschild-Serre (L-H-S) spectral 
sequence in homozogv, in a fashion dual to [7, X1.10]. Given a group extension 
and a right G-module D, FNe define a bicomplex (K; a’, 3”) by 
65) Kpq = [D@N Bq(c)l @Q BP(Q) 
with 8 = l@I@dQanda” = (-l)P@ d, @ 1. Here dQ and d, denote the 
boundary operators of B(Q) and B(G) respectively. Moreover q = n(g) for g E G 
operates c 1 D@N Bq(G) diagonally, i.e. (daN b)oq = (dog)BN (g--l ob). This 
formuia is indeed well-defined. Since B(G) is also an N-free resolution of 2, we 
obtain an action of Q on H*(N,D), which is implicitly understood in the sequel. 
We form the chain-complex (Tot K, a) by (Tot K),, =& =@p+q=II K,, and 
a = 8 + 8’; it is called the total complex of K, its homology is (isomorphic to) 
HJG, D)e 
Next we filter Tot K and its homology by the formulas Fp(Tot K) = @., P K,, 
and Fp H, {G, D) = Im HJFp Tot K + Tot K) for r 2 0, moreover set Fp( ) = 0 
for --00 5 p < 0. Now let FpK,, = Fp(Tot K) n K,, and Z& = FpKp+cr n a- 1 FP_ ,K 
for 0 5 r 5 00. Now the L-H-S spectral sequence is given by 
(5.6) E;y = (Z& +Fp_ lKp+q)l(az~;~_l,q-r+* +Fp_$p+q) 
for 0 5 r <:= and certain differentials dY: Ei4 + Ei_r,q+r_l for 3 5 r < 00, which 
are essentially induced by a. The following holds: (i) Eiy” x Hpq(Ey, ~3’): 
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(ii) Eia * Kpa such that do is induced by a”, especially E’& z 0 for p < 0 or 
4 < 0; (iii) I$& -JNJ)sQ BP(Q) such that d’ is induced by 8; (iv) there are 
isomorphisms I$$ - H,tQ, E&&N, D));, (v) ~5’;~ = E& for r > max (p, q + 1); . 
(vi) there are exact sequences 
(vii) the composite map H&V, D)Q a E& *Era 2 Fflq(G, D) c-+ H,(G, D) 
is induced by the restrictior map Hq(~, D); (viii) the composite map Hp(G, D) = 
FpHp(G,D)~E;o - ?'z,o e Hp(Q, D&I is just the inflation map. 
* For our applications, we tssentially need the naturality of the L-H-S spectral 
sequence in the following ~nse. Given a commutative diagram of groups 
4th exact rol;crs, and also a ?-module 0, and a homomorphism 6 : D + D with 
VgEG,dEC) : S(U) = @(@j(d). Then 7=S &3($)&3(x) : K +K is a map of 
bicomplexes. If the isomorphisms in (i) to (iv) and the epimorphisms 0 resp. e in 
(vi) are chosen in the standard way [7, XL.31, then they commute with the maps 
7f;4 :E;a -+E&, HP(xyH4k 6)) : HptQ,HqW, 0) -+ HP@, H&t @h 
Hp+,(L 6) : HP+&4 D) -+Hp+,@, 61, etc. 
5.7. Theorem. Let (5.1) be supported by a direct system of extensions 
eQ : Na H GO -W Q& and let a direct system (5.3) of abelian groups be given such 
that(5.4)hokis.Lete” :NmwGoo*QDO be the direct limit extension. Let 
Ertas drtoL), O@), FF)H P4 ’ * re fer to the L-H-S spectral sequence of eQ! with coefficients 
Aa, for a EM or ar = 00. Then EL’,m’ * DirLim ELF) for all r, p, q; and the exact 
sequence (5.7) for e* is the direct limit of the corresponding sequences for eoL , 
aEM. 
Note that the naturality of the L-H-S spectral se uence implies the existence of 
directed systems of differential modules (EPq r(&), dyC” ) and of exact sequences (5.7). 9 
These systems are implicit in the formulation of the theorem. 
Proof. Combining Proposiiiclrr l;‘.ct with [2, $6 No. 7, Proposition 121, we conclude 
that the bicomplex {KL;)} defining the spectral sequence E(“) is pointwise the 
direct limit of the bicomplexes (I$$}. Thus KiW) * DirLim Kk) and F’KL? z 
DirLim F&F) for all p, and FpH,(Gm, D”) = DirLim FPH*(Ga, DO) by exact- 
ness. Now a repeated applicatio;l of the exactness principle 5.3 and of 5.2 gives 
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Z’(“) x DirLim 2~~) etc. and finally ,!$kw) * DirLim E’$j!) fix all p, q, r. u 
Prl 
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